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ABSTRACT
Garrett, K. A., and Bowden, R. L. 2002. An Allee effect reduces the
invasive potential of Tilletia indica. Phytopathology 92:1152-1159.
The Karnal bunt pathogen, Tilletia indica, is heterothallic and depends
on encounters on wheat spikes between airborne secondary sporidia of
different mating types for successful infection and reproduction. This life
history characteristic results in reduced reproductive success for lower
population densities. Such destabilizing density dependence at low population levels has been described for a range of animals and plants and is
often termed an Allee effect. Our objective was to characterize how the
Allee effect might reduce the invasive potential of this economically important pathogen. We developed a simple population model of T. indica
that incorporates an Allee effect by calculating the probability of infection for different numbers of secondary sporidia in the infection court. An

Tilletia indica Mitra causes Karnal bunt of bread wheat, durum
wheat, and triticale (17) and can infect a number of other grass
species (40). Although disease incidence and yield losses in wheat
are typically very low, it can impart an unpleasant odor to flour
when incidence exceeds 3% (4,17,28,35). Numerous wheatimporting countries have quarantines against the import of wheat
with Karnal bunt, so the presence of Karnal bunt in a region can
seriously affect international grain trade (4,17,47).
The worldwide distribution of T. indica is limited (41). It was
first found in 1930 at Karnal, Haryana, in northern India (34). It
has since been reported from Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq,
Syria, Nepal, and Mexico (4,17,35). It was first detected in the
United States in 1996 in Arizona and one adjacent county in
California (53). In 1997, it was detected in one county in central
Texas. In 2001, it was detected in an additional county in central
Texas and four counties in northern Texas. In the same year, it was
reported from South Africa (6).
Detection of T. indica in new areas has renewed concerns that
the pathogen might soon invade other wheat-producing regions in
the United States and elsewhere (46,47). However, the spread of
T. indica in Mexico from 1970 to 1996 was relatively slow (18).
Circumstantial evidence suggests that it has often been introduced
into new areas without successful establishment (1). Several factors might contribute to the apparent low rate of establishment and
spread. First, T. indica has relatively narrow environmental requirements that may limit its success (1,27,36). Another possibility is
that introduced population sizes may often be below the minimum
required for a significant probability of successful infection, as
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Allee effect is predicted to be important at the frontier of an invasion, for
establishment of new foci by a small population of teliospores, and when
the environment is nonconducive for the production of secondary sporidia.
Using estimated model parameter values, we demonstrated a theoretical
threshold population size below which populations of T. indica were
predicted to decline rather than increase. This threshold will vary from
season to season as a function of weather variables and their effect on the
reproductive potential of T. indica. Deployment of partial resistance or
use of fungicides may be more useful if they push population levels
below this threshold.
Additional keywords: depensation, invasive species, minimum viable
population, partial bunt, spore bank, threshold criteria.

suggested for dwarf bunt (22). A third factor is the unusual life
history characteristics of T. indica that may influence its potential
as an invasive species.
The life cycle of T. indica differs from those of other bunt diseases of wheat in several ways (41). Teliospores of T. controversa,
T. laevis, and T. tritici germinate and produce haploid primary
sporidia (basidiospores) that conjugate immediately on the promycelium and then produce dikaryotic infectious hyphae or dikaryotic secondary sporidia that systemically infect seedling plants. In
contrast, teliospores of T. indica germinate and produce monokaryotic, haploid, primary sporidia that do not conjugate, but
rather germinate and produce numerous monokaryotic, haploid,
secondary sporidia. The secondary sporidia are airborne to plant
surfaces where they may germinate and produce additional generations of secondary sporidia (2,10,35). Wheat spikes are susceptible from early head emergence through late anthesis (4,17,
30,35,39,51). Secondary sporidia that arrive on host florets during
the interval of susceptibility germinate and penetrate through
stomates on glumes, lemmas, paleas (21), and possibly the rachis
(8,21,38). We will refer to this stage of infection as monokaryon
infection.
T. indica is heterothallic and has four known bipolar mating
types (12,16). Dikaryotization and pathogenesis can only occur
when individuals of two different mating types anastomose. Unlike many other bunt and smut fungi, anastomosis does not occur
readily in vitro (12) and anastomosis was only rarely observed on
floral surfaces (21). Therefore, anastomosis probably occurs inside the host tissue and results in what we will refer to as dikaryon
infection. Dikaryon infections may be localized to one floret or
there may be some limited spread between adjacent florets within
a spikelet or between adjacent spikelets within a spike (9,38,44).
Dikaryotic hyphae penetrate the pericarp through the funiculus
and eventually form monokaryotic, diploid teliospores (19,21).

Teliospores are released from infected grain during harvest and
can remain viable in the soil for several years (17,35).
The obligate sexual cycle, airborne dispersal of haploid propagules, and generally low incidence of T. indica imply that it will
experience an Allee effect (49). An Allee effect (also known as depensation) is a disproportionate reduction in reproductive success
at low population densities. Allee effects are often due to the increased difficulty of finding a mate, but several other mechanisms
have been described (33). Allee effects have been studied extensively in conservation biology where small populations may have
an increased risk of extinction due to an Allee effect (24,42,48).
Similarly, the concept has been incorporated in devising optimal
strategies for introducing self-sustaining populations of biocontrol agents (23). An Allee effect also has significant implications for invasive species such as exotic animals, plants, or pathogens (29,32). An Allee effect can alter the probability of extinction,
increase population thresholds for establishment, and explain
accelerating rates of invasion as well as the shape of an invasion
wave (7).
An Allee effect could be important for understanding the epidemiology of T. indica and developing management strategies for
Karnal bunt. Our first objective in this work is to estimate how
density-dependent reproduction limits infection by secondary
sporidia of T. indica. Second, we consider the implications of an
Allee effect on numerical thresholds for population growth, including the case of populations initiated by teliospores transported
into new areas. Third, we investigate how the Allee effect might
influence population changes over a period of years. Through
these models we also focus attention on which points in the life
cycle of T. indica are in need of greater research in order to understand the risk of invasion by this pathogen.
MODEL AND PREDICTIONS
Our model of reproduction for T. indica is constructed in three
parts. First, we estimate the probability of successful dikaryon
infection as a function of the density of monokaryon infections
using the Poisson distribution. Second, we incorporate this densitydependent step into a model of the life cycle of T. indica to consider its effect within the context of a complete season. Third, we
incorporate a fluctuating environment and the soilborne teliospore
bank to illustrate the potential impact of an Allee effect over
multiple seasons.
Estimation of the Allee effect. T. indica produces both filiform
and allantoid secondary sporidia (10,41). Only allantoid secondary
sporidia are forcibly discharged and they were the only type found
in the field on sticky tape spore traps (2). Dhaliwal and Singh (10)
considered them to be the only important infective propagules of
T. indica. They may be produced at the soil level, on the leaves, or
on spikes (2,4,10,41). Nagarajan et al. (35) envisioned multiple
cycles of reproduction and migration up the canopy layers of the
host, a phenomenon they called “monkey jumping”. We will
assume that the origin of airborne allantoid secondary sporidia is
not critical and that they can be treated as one population for
modeling purposes.
The Allee effect comes into play when an allantoid secondary
sporidium reaches an infection court (floret) and must encounter
another individual of a different mating type for dikaryotization
and successful reproduction. In developing our model, we will
assume that secondary sporidia are randomly and independently
distributed over the infection courts in a given small area. We also
assume that the environment in the area under consideration is
homogeneous with regard to conduciveness to infection. We do
not explicitly model secondary spread between florets, but it could
easily be accommodated (Table 1, parameter r5).
A proportion of secondary sporidia in the infection court will
successfully form monokaryon infections (21). For high densities
of monokaryon infections, the rate of success in producing di-

karyon infections may be reduced due to limited host tissue availability. For low densities, it may be reduced due to limited availability of mates. The following model incorporates both of these
forms of density-dependent reproduction.
Under our assumptions, the number of monokaryon infections
in a given floret follows a Poisson distribution (13) with mean l,
the mean number of monokaryon infections per floret. Similar
reasoning has been used to estimate Allee effects for animals
(reviewed in literature citation 33). For T. indica, multiple mating
types must be incorporated into the model. Suppose that there are
n mating types, and that each mating type represents the same
proportion of the population of secondary sporidia. Then, the
probability of exactly x monokaryon infections of a particular
mating type in a given floret will also follow a Poisson distribution, but with mean l/n. The probability distribution PX(x) for the
number (x) of monokaryon infections of a given mating type at a
floret is then the same for each mating type and is
PX(x) = e–l/n(l/n)x/x!

(1)

(These means could be adjusted accordingly if the proportions of
different mating types were not equal.) The probability that at
least one secondary sporidium of a given mating type will infect a
given floret is
1 – PX(0) = 1 – e–l/n

(2)

The probability that at least one monokaryon infection (MI) of
each of at least two different mating types will be present in a
given floret, thus making dikaryon infection of that floret possible, is
P* = 1 – Prob(no mating type has 1 MI)
– Prob(only 1 mating type has 1 MI)
= 1 – Prob(a mating type has 0 MI)n
– n Prob(a mating type has 0 MI)n–1 Prob(a mating type has 1 MI)
= 1 – (e–l/n)n – n(e–l/n)n–1 [1 – Prob(a mating type has 0 MI)]
= 1 – e–l – ne–(n–1)l/n(1 – e–l/n)

(3)

We are assuming that monokaryon infections in the same infection
court (floret) will encounter each other and form dikaryons.
Goates (21) showed that hyphae colonizing the lemma, palea, or
glume grow toward the bottom of the floret where they may meet
at the floret base or in the subovarian tissue. If it were necessary
to take into account the spatial arrangement of monokaryon
infections in the infection court, a Rayleigh distribution could be
adapted to model the distribution of the distance from a given
monokaryon infection to its nearest neighbor (13). This additional
density dependence would increase the Allee effect.
We use equations 3 (with n = 4) and 2 (with n = 1) to compare
the expected proportion of infected florets with and without
the Allee effect, respectively (Fig. 1A). The first case represents
Karnal bunt caused by T. indica. The latter case represents a disease for which propagules are not constrained to find a mate;
under conducive conditions, a single propagule can initiate an infection. At this point, we assume that all dikaryon infections are
successful.
Comparing the model predictions with and without the Allee
effect, there is a threefold difference in the proportion of successful infections at a density of l = 1.0 monokaryon infection per
floret (Fig. 1A). The relative difference between infection rates
increases as the propagule density decreases. At a density of l =
0.1 monokaryon infections per floret, there is a 27-fold difference.
The absolute difference between the proportions of florets infected
is greatest for monokaryon densities around one per floret. At
densities above seven per floret, the predictions converge and the
availability of uninfected florets is limiting.
Invasion of new sites via secondary sporidia. Long-distance
movement of sporidia has been mentioned as a potential mechaVol. 92, No. 11, 2002
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nism for initiating populations of T. indica in new regions (1,
45). Under the assumptions of our model, T. indica experiences
disproportionately decreasing reproductive success as sporidial
density decreases with distance from a source. The number of dikaryon infections per monokaryon infection can be obtained by
dividing equations 2 or 3 by l (Fig. 1B). At some distance
from the source, the density-dependent probability of successful
infection per propagule approaches zero for T. indica. In contrast,
the density-dependent probability of successful infection per propagule would approach one for an organism with no Allee effect,
assuming as we are at this point that all dikaryon infections are
successful.
The difference between the response with and without the Allee
effect will be reflected in the difference between disease gradients
and dispersal gradients for T. indica. Unfortunately, estimates of
propagule dispersal on the many scales of interest for determining
invasion risks for Karnal bunt are not available. Typical data sets
for other pathogens provide estimates of dilution of propagules
over distances such as 10 m. Over such a small distance, reductions in the density of successful propagules of 1 order of magnitude have been observed for Gibberella zeae (15,37). Although it
is important to use caution when extrapolating from such models
over larger distances, it seems reasonable to assume, for example,
that the dilution in propagule density over 1,000 m would be at
least 3 orders of magnitude. If we take the case where l is 0.1 at
the inoculum source, then at a distance of 1,000 m, l would be
less than or equal to 0.0001 and the proportion infected would be
less than or equal to 10–9. The difference in expected infection
rates with or without the Allee effect would be at least 4 orders of

magnitude (Fig. 1). When the dispersal gradient for secondary
sporidia of T. indica is better known, it can be used in combination with a model of the Allee effect to estimate the effective
dispersal distance of secondary sporidia.
Demographic model over a single year. In order to consider
how density-dependent reproduction at low population levels may
influence growth of T. indica populations, we constructed a simple
difference equation model to describe the changes in the T. indica
population over a year. We defined the parameters that determine the progress of T. indica populations in order to characterize the relevant parameter space and clarify where more information is needed to construct risk assessments for T. indica (Table
1). For the sake of simplicity, we do not take into account emigration or immigration. We developed two versions of the model,
with and without the Allee effect at the point where secondary
sporidia must encounter each other in florets. We begin with the
simpler version.
First, the number of monokaryon infections in an area in year t
(Mt) is a function of the number of viable teliospores at the
beginning of the season (Tt):
Mt = r1 r2 r3 Tt

(4)

where r1 and r2 are the rates of production of primary and secondary sporidia, respectively (Table 1), and r3 is the proportion of
secondary sporidia that retain viability and reach the infection court of a susceptible host during the interval of susceptibility to produce a monokaryon infection. Second, the number of
florets with dikaryon infections in an area in generation t (Ft) is

TABLE 1. Parameters describing demographics of Tilletia indica
Notation

Component rate

Estimatea

r1 = r1a r1b r1c
r1a
r1b

1 – 60
0.1 – 1
0.4 – 0.5

r4a

Number of primary sporidia produced per teliospore
Proportion of teliospores on the soil surface
Proportion of teliospores on the soil surface that germinate in
this season
Number of primary sporidia produced per teliospore on the soil
surface that germinate
Number of secondary sporidia produced per primary sporidium
Proportion of secondary sporidia that form a monokaryon
infection
Proportion of secondary sporidia that retain viability and reach
the infection court of a susceptible host during the interval of
susceptibility
Proportion of sporidia at infection court during the interval of
susceptibility that penetrate to produce a monokaryon
infection successfully
Number of successful dikaryon infections per monokaryon
infection
Number of dikaryon infections per monokaryon

r4b

Proportion of dikaryon infections that successfully form a sorus

0.5 – 0.9

r5

New teliospores per successful dikaryon infection

103 – 106

r6 = r6a r6b

Proportion of teliospores that remain in field and retain viability
to next season
Proportion of teliospores that remain in field after harvest

0.1 – 0.5

Proportion of remaining teliospores that retain viability to next
season

0.3 – 0.8

r1c
r2
r3 = r3a r3b
r3a
r3b

r4 = r4a r4b

r6a
r6b

a

32 – 128c

Factors influencing component rate
Field management including tillage and irrigation, soil type
Teliospore ageb, weather variables, field management
including irrigation
Weather variables, field management including irrigation

102 – 104
10–9 – 10–5

Weather variables, field management including irrigation

10–6 – 10–4

Weather variables, length of time secondary sporidia are
exposed to desiccation, timing of heading, field management including irrigation
Weather variables, wheat genotype, field management
including irrigation

10–3 – 10–1

Density
dependent
Density
dependent

0.3 – 0.7

Density dependence at low populations (Allee effect)d,
density dependence at high populations because of
limiting host tissue availability
Wheat genotype (possible effects of multiple infections
within the same infection court on host or pathogen
might make this rate density dependent)
Weather variables, wheat genotype, extent to which there is
spread of infection from one floret to another

Harvest methods and timing, weather variables, cohort of
teliosporesb
Teliospore age, weather variables influencing overwintering, cultural practices such as irrigation, position in soil
profile

Estimates are based on conversations with several Karnal bunt researchers and represent likely rates when epidemics are occurring.
A more detailed model could include teliospore age class cohorts.
c Estimate from Fuentes-Dávila (17).
d In equation 8 we model a scenario in which reproduction is density dependent at low populations because at least two mating types must be present in the
infection court, assuming that individuals within the infection court will encounter each other. To whatever extent individuals within an infection court may
not all encounter each other, r4b will be further reduced as populations become smaller.
b
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a function of the number of monokaryon infections present at
that time (Mt):
Ft = r4 Mt

(5)

where r4 is the number of dikaryon infections per monokaryon infection. Since we are not yet incorporating density-dependent constraints on dikaryon infection, we momentarily treat r4 as equal to
1. Third, the number of viable teliospores in an area at the end of
season t (Tt+1) is a function of the number of florets with dikaryon
infection (Ft) that can produce new teliospores and the rate of
teliospore survival:
Tt+1 = r5 r6 Ft

(6)

where r5 is the number of teliospores produced per floret with
dikaryon infection and r6 is the proportion of teliospores that
remain after harvest and retain viability to the next season. The
different steps of this model for a single season (not yet including
density-dependent effects) can be summarized by
Tt+1 = r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 Tt

magnitude. Although the magnitude depends on the parameter
values, the direction of change is consistent. Therefore, the Allee
effect can substantially reduce the ability of T. indica to establish
new disease foci from small populations of teliospores.
Behavior of the thresholds is very dependent on early season
reproductive rates. For example, consider the predicted responses
in Figure 2, based on equations 9 and 10. There is a large region
(Region 1), especially for lower reproductive rates, in which the
model prediction asserts that less than one dikaryon infection will
occur in the area of interest. This region is much larger when the
Allee effect is included in the model. The boundary line (threshold) above this region represents the combination of initial number
of viable teliospores and early season reproductive rate (r1 r2 r3)
for which a single dikaryon infection is predicted. The region in
which at least one dikaryon infection is predicted is also split into
two regions. For lower early season reproductive rates, even
though more than one dikaryon infection is predicted, there is not
sufficient teliospore production to replace the number of teliospores lost over the course of the year. For higher reproductive
rates, there is a net gain in the number of teliospores. Early season
reproductive rates are most important because they determine the

(7)

In this model, each of these component rates (Table 1, r1
through r6) will have a similar influence on epidemic progress.
If one of the component rates is very low or very high, this may
be counterbalanced by the other rates. As long as the product
r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 is at least one, the population will be maintained.
When we incorporate the Allee effect, it becomes clear that the
early season reproductive rate (r1 r2 r3) is particularly important in
a single season because it determines how large the population of
monokaryon infections will be when the density-dependent stage
of the life cycle is reached. Referring to equation 3,
Ft = HPt* = H[1 – e–lt – ne–(n–1)lt/n(1 – e–lt/n)]
= H(1 – exp(–Mt /H) – n exp[–(n – 1)Mt /(Hn)] {1 – exp[–Mt /(Hn)]})

(8)

where lt may vary from one season to another and H is the total
number of florets in the area under consideration. If we consider
an area of approximately 1 m2, there would be on the order of H =
20,000 florets. Using equation 8, we derive an equation analogous
to equation 7, but incorporating the Allee effect.
Tt+1 = r4b r5 r6 H(1 – exp(–r1 r2 r3 Tt /H)
– n exp[–(n – 1) r1 r2 r3 Tt /(Hn)] {1 – exp[–r1 r2 r3 Tt /(Hn)]})

(9)

By comparison, if each sporidium were capable of independently
producing a dikaryon infection, the formula would be constructed
using equation 2 as
Tt+1 = r4b r5 r6 H[1 – exp(–r1 r2 r3 Tt /H)]

(10)

Invasion of new sites via teliospores. Teliospores of T. indica
may be disseminated by a variety of pathways including contaminated seed, updrafts from burning fields, vehicles, and animals
(4,47). Establishment of a new population of T. indica via
teliospores is probably easier than via windblown secondary
sporidia because, under conducive conditions, a small number of
teliospores is capable of producing a large number of secondary
sporidia in a concentrated area and the frequency of different
mating types is more likely to be balanced. Still, for any given
values of the density-independent reproductive rates (the product
r1 r2 r3 r4b r5 r6) that are not too high, a teliospore threshold for
establishment in a given area will exist, with or without the Allee
effect (Fig. 2A and B).
Using our parameter estimates, the Allee effect raises the teliospore threshold for establishment by approximately 2 orders of

Fig. 1. Dikaryon infection frequency as a function of the mean number of
monokaryon infections of Tilletia indica per wheat floret. The solid line indicates the result for T. indica taking into account that successful dikaryon infection requires that at least two sporidia of different mating types encounter
each other within a floret (equation 3, n = 4). The dotted line indicates the
analogous result for an organism for which a single propagule can successfully infect (equation 2, n = 1). A, Frequency expressed as the proportion of
florets with dikaryon infection. B, Frequency expressed as the number of
dikaryon infections per monokaryon infection. This is the value of r4a (Table
1), varying as a function of the number of monokaryon infections.
Vol. 92, No. 11, 2002
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population size at the density-dependent stage, but late season
reproductive rates also contribute to determining the position of
these thresholds.
These regions represent the predicted outcome based on our
model and parameterization. The threshold number of teliospores
would need to be lowered accordingly if the goal were to construct it such that, say, there would be 95% confidence that no
dikaryon infection occurs or 95% confidence that a net loss in
teliospores will result.

Demographic model over multiple growing seasons. When
considering population changes for T. indica over years, the presence of dormant soilborne teliospores must be taken into account.
The number of teliospores that did not germinate in season t but
did survive is (1 – r1ar1b)r6 Tt. This can be combined with equation
9 to give
Tt+1 = r4b r5 r6 H(1 – exp(–r1 r2 r3 Tt /H) – n exp[–(n – 1)r1 r2 r3 Tt / (Hn)]
× {1 – exp[–r1 r2 r3 Tt /(Hn)]}) + (1 – r1ar1b)r6 Tt

(11)

To explore the effects of environmental stochasticity, we also incorporated differences in the reproductive rates from year to year.
Different reproductive rates will result in different thresholds required for a net gain in teliospore populations (Fig. 2).
Sustainability of populations of T. indica. Although T. indica
is constrained by the Allee effect at low population levels, it has
the advantage of maintaining a teliospore bank to enhance its
ability to reproduce when conducive years occur. Thus, even if the
first year after the introduction of teliospores does not allow for
reproduction, there are still possibilities in the following years
(Fig. 3), though the Allee effect still limits reproduction. And at
low population levels, the increase in population during a more
conducive year may not be adequate to establish the population.
The interval between conducive years will be important in determining whether populations of T. indica can persist above the
threshold for net teliospore gain (Fig. 2). Figure 3 illustrates
predicted population changes for one parameterization. When a
conducive year, in terms of the early season reproductive rate
(r1 r2 r3 = 1), occurs every 3 years, T. indica populations increase
gradually and then more rapidly to reach levels at which there is
little difference between results predicted with and without an
Allee effect (Fig. 3A). When a conducive year (r1 r2 r3 = 1) occurs
only every 4 years, T. indica populations briefly increase but then
decrease because the population level falls too low to take
advantage of the conducive years (Fig. 3B).
DISCUSSION

Fig. 2. Predicted outcomes for a population of Tilletia indica as a function of
both the early season reproductive rate (number of monokaryon infections
per teliospore, r1 r2 r3) and the initial number of viable teliospores. The first
measure of success is whether at least one dikaryon infection is predicted
(equation 8). Region 1 indicates the parameter combinations for which less
than one dikaryon infection is predicted. For lower early season reproductive
rates, dikaryon infection becomes less likely. The second measure of success
is whether a dikaryon infection and a net gain in the number of teliospores
are predicted over the course of the season (equation 9). Region 2 indicates
parameter combinations for which infection is predicted but for which there
is still a net loss in teliospores. Region 3 indicates parameter combinations
for which infection and a net gain in teliospores are predicted. This never
occurs for lower early season reproductive rates. In this example, the late
season reproductive rate r4b r5 r6 = 10,000 (Table 1), the total number of florets is 20,000, and the proportion of viable teliospores that germinate (r1a r1b)
is 0.3. A, Taking into account that secondary sporidia of T. indica must
encounter another individual of a different mating type, there is an Allee
effect and a correspondingly higher number of initial teliospores are needed
to produce dikaryon infection. B, If each secondary sporidium were capable
of producing a dikaryon infection, the threshold for both successful infection
and net gain in teliospores would be lower.
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Using a simple population model, we have demonstrated how
the density-dependent reproduction of T. indica will reduce its invasive potential. While any small population has a greater risk of
extinction due to stochastic demographic events (22,25,26,48), an
Allee effect functions to further reduce the probability of establishment or population growth. When new populations might be
initiated by airborne secondary sporidia, the likelihood of infection
will decrease disproportionately because the density of sporidia
decreases at greater distances from the inoculum source (Fig. 1).
When teliospores may initiate a new population, the Allee effect
will increase the initial population necessary for establishment by
orders of magnitude (Fig. 2). Determining where this threshold
lies for any given location will be challenging because the threshold shifts with the reproductive rates of the pathogen, which are in
turn a potentially complicated function of weather and other variables that may vary greatly from year to year (Table 1). The
intervals between conducive years will be important because declines in population size between these years may drive the population below levels needed for effective reproduction (Fig. 3).
If the level of partial resistance to Karnal bunt in wheat plants is
increased, this could produce benefits both through overall lower
disease levels and through the possibility of pushing T. indica
populations below the threshold population size necessary for
populations to be maintained. For example, if resistance deployment or fungicide use were to change the number of monokaryon
infections per teliospore from 1 to 0.01, this could have an important effect on the potential for invasions because the boundary
between regions with predicted loss and the region with a predicted gain in teliospores could be increased by 2 orders of magnitude

(Fig. 2). Sources of partial resistance to Karnal bunt are available
and are being incorporated into advanced lines (17,20). Several
foliar fungicides also give fair to good control (17). In a new invasion, resistance that acts through reducing the probability of
monokaryon infection (r3b) could be more useful than resistance
that acts through reducing the success of dikaryon formation (r4b)
because the former occurs before the density-dependent step of
encounter between sporidia of different mating types. Pubescence
on wheat heads in some cultivars has been proposed as one
mechanism for resistance (43) and would act at this earlier stage.
Although teliospore dormancy will have no immediate benefit
for the establishment of T. indica in a new area, weather variables
are important drivers for Karnal bunt epidemics (3,17,27) and the
potential for dormant teliospores to germinate later is likely an
important factor for maintenance of a T. indica population in a
variable environment (14,31). If an environment is typically conducive to maintaining the population above the necessary threshold for persistence, a single nonconducive year will not eliminate
the population (Fig. 3). However, if an environment is rarely sufficiently conducive to maintain the population above the threshold,
the small percentage of teliospores remaining dormant until an
unusually conducive year might not be enough to maintain the
population. The possibility does exist that an area with a declining
population in a nonconducive environment could still act as an
inoculum source for another area with a more conducive environment. More information is needed about the dynamics of teliospore survival in soils.
Lewis and Kareiva (32) modeled the implications of an Allee
effect for invasive species. They illustrate how the shape and
pattern of an invasive front can influence the probability of invasion. For example, if secondary sporidia of T. indica introduced to
a new area are distributed evenly, the chance that the Allee effect
will be important is greater than if prevailing winds result in
movement of more concentrated numbers of spores into a smaller
area. The spatial extent of an invasion is also important because
the chance that there will be at least some encounters between
secondary sporidia of different mating types is cumulative over
the area. A pathogen population at densities near or below the
threshold for net teliospore gain will be maintained longer if that
density is present over a larger area. For example, the lower boundary in Figure 2 would shift downward if the same concentration
of monokaryon infections were present over a greater spatial extent and thus a greater number of florets.
An important assumption of our model is that secondary
sporidia are distributed randomly and independently on the florets.
Because allantoid secondary sporidia are individually forcibly discharged, it seems likely that they arrive at florets more or less
independently. Most researchers who have developed life cycle
diagrams for T. indica have depicted aerial deposition of secondary sporidia on florets during or after spike emergence (4,10,28,
41,51). However, Nagarajan et al. (35) hypothesized that floral infections may also take place inside the boot by secondary sporidia
washed down by rain or dew after being deposited on the flag leaf.
There is some evidence for this hypothesis (30), but the significance of this pathway is still unclear. The distribution of initial
infection sites in naturally infected spikes has been observed to be
sparse and apparently random (9,17,38), which is consistent with
a random distribution of secondary sporidia.
Although the assumption of the random and independent distribution of secondary sporidia is probably a reasonable approximation in most cases, there may be cases where epiphytic growth
leads to aggregation of secondary sporidia. For example, a single
wind-dispersed secondary sporidium has the potential to produce a
large epiphytic population of secondary sporidia under very conducive conditions, though this population will be of a single
mating type. For such a scenario, our model might be modified to
consider the rate at which aggregates of a single mating type come
in contact and so are capable of dikaryon formation. In this case,

an Allee effect analogous to the one we have described would be
experienced at a larger spatial scale when aggregates are infrequent enough that availability of an aggregate of another mating
type becomes limiting. More information about epiphytic growth
and the distribution of sporidia on florets and spikes would be of
great benefit in formulating a more accurate assessment of the risk
of invasion by this pathogen.
The life cycles of many plant pathogens or their vectors feature
sexual recombination between scattered individuals and therefore
could generate an Allee effect. For example, an Allee effect has
been described for the insect vector of the pinewood nematode,
causal agent of pine wilt (50,54). The importance of an Allee
effect for pathogens will be greater if (i) strains are heterothallic,
(ii) the sexual portion of the life cycle is obligate, (iii) potential
mates are independently dispersed, (iv) the population density is
typically low, and (v) infections are localized rather than systemic.

Fig. 3. The number of teliospores of Tilletia indica in a spore bank over
time. In both examples, the starting population size of teliospores is 1,000
among 20,000 florets. For this illustration, we assume that each year the
proportion of teliospores that germinate is r1a r1b = 0.3 (Table 1), the proportion that die or are removed is 1 – r6 = 0.3, and the other teliospores remain
dormant until the following season. The number of surviving teliospores per
infected floret, the product of the late season reproductive parameters is
r4b r5 r6 = 10,000. The value of the product of rate parameters r1 r2 r3 varies
from one season to another, as a function of weather variables or field management. The shaded bars indicate the results for a population taking into
account that T. indica requires that at least two sporidia of different mating
types encounter each other to establish a monokaryon infection in a floret
(equation 11). The empty bars indicate the results for a population without
that requirement so that each propagule has the potential to produce an infection. A, In this example, a conducive year, in terms of having the early
season parameters r1 r2 r3 = 1, occurs every 3 years beginning with the
second year; for other years, r1 r2 r3 = 0. B, In this example a conducive year
(r1 r2 r3 = 1) occurs every 4 years.
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The smuts (Ustilaginales) include several species that would appear
to possess these characteristics, including T. barclayana (11), T.
horrida (52), and T. walkeri (5), in addition to T. indica (11,12).
Many fungi have apparently avoided an Allee effect through
reliance on asexual reproductive cycles or through modifications
in the sexual cycle. Several sexual cycle variations are found in
the Ustilaginales that appear to mitigate the Allee effect. First, pairs
of compatible primary sporidia on the promycelium may immediately fuse and produce self-fertile, dikaryotic secondary sporidia
(e.g., T. laevis [11,41]). Second, the promycelium may produce
nonfusing, dikaryotic primary sporidia, which then produce selffertile, dikaryotic secondary sporidia (e.g., T. aegopogonis, termed
homo-heterothallic by Durán [11]). Third, the dispersal propagule
may be diploid teliospores that germinate and produce dikaryotic
infectious hyphae directly without producing any sporidia (e.g.,
Ustilago tritici [41]). Under conditions when an Allee effect is important, there may be strong selection for new mutants that allow
dispersal of self-fertile propagules. Fourth, multiple mating types
increase the probability of encountering a compatible mate.
Asexual reproduction is an important mechanism through which
T. indica compensates for the Allee effect because it has the potential to produce great numbers of primary and secondary sporidia (2,21,35) (Table 1). Thus, in a highly conducive environment,
the reproductive plasticity of T. indica may allow it to maintain a
population density high enough to experience the benefits of sexual
recombination without reduced reproductive potential. Another
mechanism through which T. indica may counterbalance the Allee
effect to some extent is through dispersal of intact bunted wheat
kernels so that teliospores tend to be distributed together and thus
produce more concentrated populations of secondary sporidia.
The size of the Allee effect for a given environment could be
estimated by constructing an experiment corresponding to Figure
1B. Florets could be spray-inoculated with a range of concentrations of secondary sporidia to determine the rate of dikaryon infection for each concentration. The extent to which the number of
dikaryon infections per secondary sporidium decreases at lower
inoculum levels would indicate the degree to which reproduction
is density dependent in that environment. Challenges for such an
experiment would be to include enough concentrations to detect
trends and to include replication adequate to obtain good estimates
of infection rates at the lowest concentrations. As more information about the reproductive potential of T. indica and its response
to weather variables does become available, consideration of the
Allee effect can be used to improve risk assessments (36,46,47)
and to inform efforts to manage the fungus.
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Erratum
Vol. 92, No. 11, 2002
In the manuscript entitled “An Allee Effect Reduces the Invasive
Potential of Tilletia indica” by K. A. Garrett and R. L. Bowden
(Phytopathology 92:1152-1159), there are three corrections that
should be noted. The entry in the second column of Table 1,
corresponding to r1c, should read, “Number of primary sporidia
produced per teliospore on the soil surface that germinates.” The
vertical axis label in Figure 1B should read, “Dikaryon infections per monokaryon infection.” The fifth complete sentence in
the legend of Figure 3 should read, “The shaded bars indicate the
results for a population taking into account that reproduction in
T. indica requires that at least two sporidia of different mating
types encounter each other to establish a dikaryon infection in a
floret (equation 11).”
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